
 CONTENT NEWIP TRAINING SESSION I

INTRODUCTION

This paper aims at supporting trainers, who want to train volunteers for 
interventions.

The content described below is based on the 1st NEW IP training session which 
was held for 2 days in May 2011 in Bologna. The group consisted of 21 
volunteers from 10 different countries across Europe. The aim was to train the 
volunteers to work together at one of two interventions in Europe (Fusion 
Festival- Germany; Transylvania Calling- Romania). 

OBJECTIVES + CONTENT

+ Maintain the cohesion of the group
Content:  Get   to   know   each   other
         Team   building
               Exchange   of   best   practice  

 + Acquire knowledge and know-how
Content:       First   aid
                    Crisis   intervention   (talking   down)
                    Use   of   Evaluation   standards/materials

+ Plan field interventions
Content:    Info   on cultural   background   of   festival   e.g.   

   the scenes   involved
                     How   to   create   a   chill   out   and   an   

            informative   stand   
              Define   standards   for   common   field   

            intervention   work
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TRAINING CONTENT

Below you find a list with different sessions that were part of the NEWIP 
training. The numbers indicated do not imply any kind of hierarchy. The 
different sessions can be combined and altered according to the aim, group 
size and  time available for the training that is to be held.
In brackets you will also find some hints and/or examples that might be useful. 
At the very end you will find an example for a  training schedule (1,5 days)to 
give you some idea of how long each session might take and what kind of 
material etc. is needed. 

Please note: This paper only aims at giving you some support and idea for  
volunteers training a “real” training manual will be produced at the end of the  
NEWIP project in December 2013.

SESSION I
maintain the cohesion of the group

Aim: people get to know each other and the projects they come 
from– especially important when the group members do not know  
each other very well.

- meet and greet 
- introduction of trainers
- participants (pt) get to know each other, exchange personal info (game)
- organization matters (travel, money, hotel rooms, rules of the place..)
- presentation of projects involved (game)

[game] sketching project presentation 
posters

all people from one project come together, ask 
them to paint a picture presenting their project, 
they are allowed to use single words (like name 
of the project) but no sentences.

[game] sketching “get to know” flowers 

3-4 people who do not know each other get 
together, they sketch a flower 
a circle in the middle and (according to the 
number of people in the group) the petals 
ask the people to write thing they have in 
common in the middle circle and things that are 
different in the petals- one or 2 people present 
the poster to the others

Its fun for the volunteers and you can hang up 
the posters in the room.
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 SESSION Ia
 agreement on communication rules

 aim: participants set their own rules of  
communicating with each other

 write down the rules and put them on a 
poster in the room, trainers can refer to 
these rules whenever the discussion gets 
heated

SESSION II
introduction of the NEWIP project 

Aim: pt know the background of the project and its aims

• project's aim (i.e., to propose responses to new challenges), 
• its specific objectives (e.g., to improve field interventions), 
• participants, work packages, and expected outcomes in general
• role and tasks of volunteers in the project

SESSION III
introduction to evaluation tools for the festival

Aim: pt know the importance of evaluation and how to use  
evaluation tools

• important: plan what to do, to carry out the action, and to evaluate the 
feedback before the next planning. 

• documenting is useful also for the volunteers, and may be important 
when contacting fund-raisers and policy makers. 

• tasks for volunteers: to observe and make notes at the festival
• how to use evaluation tools correctly

SESSION III
preparation of intervention work I

Aim: pts know as exactly as possible what to expect at the festivals

• legal aspects 
• size and setting of festival
• work shifts planned
• common drug consumption patterns of guests (if known)
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• Let other people finish!
• Show with your hand if 

you want to talk!
• One comment only!
• Mobile phones should be 

quiet!
• Speak English!



SESSION IV
preparation of intervention work II

Aim: pt exchange on best practise for Intervention and set a set of  
rules for team work they want to apply at the intervention

• collecting best practice of intervention work from each project
• set a  basic set of criteria for intervention work  (discussion in small 

groups)

[group work] 3-5 people get together ask them to write down what are good 
experiences they had when it comes to team work  on small presentation 
cards, also ask them to write down what bad experience they had with team 
work (red cards)
on this base ask them to set rules that facilitate the “good” things to happen 
and to avoid the “bad” things- present to group add your ides if necessary

[Example]

Ozora Team: Fusion Team:
• a big meeting at the beginning 

and the end
• short meetings between shifts
• a meeting every day for the 

whole group
• a diary for important things
• check-list for the shifts (tasks)
• time to have fun and sleep
• Do not give medication
• respect
• know your limits
• secret signs

• ask for help if you cannot do 
it

• tell if you go out of sight
• interfere if somebody is 

harassed
• confidentiality allows to 

share sensible things
• good plan before
• chill place for team
• responsible - be OK to work
• on time ready to work
• set limits

SESSION V:
first aid in (drug) emergencies

Aim: pt are aware of common reasons for (drug) emergencies and  
get to know what to do in specific emergencies

• collect reasons for drug emergencies
• discuss what to do in specific emergencies (group work and presentation)
• pts get to know how to apply first aid (show and practise)

• part one:  cardiac massage; rescue breathing 
• part two: recovery position

• pts know what is important about talking down 
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[Example: reasons for emergencies]

  collect the thoughts 
of pt and write them 
down on a flip-chart

[group work] what to do in drug emergencies

divide the groups in 4-6 smaller groups, each group gets a paper on which a 
certain emergency situation that might happen during the intervention is 
described, ask them to put down: what symptoms you see, what might have 
happened, what would you do – after that they present it to the group, correct 
or add things if necessary

[Example : situation: heatstroke]

[Example: what to do? heatstroke]

SESSION VI
Feedback

Aim: pts have the chance to tell what they liked and didn't like about the  
training and make suggestions for improvement – the trainers use the  
feedback to improve the next training session
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- overdose
- lack of sleep/food/drink
- mixture of substances
- unexpected or heavy effects 
- first time experience
- wrong application
 - not knowing purity of substances used 

Your shift at the fusion has just started. Two people are coming up, 
telling you that they took half a pill each 2 hours ago. For the last 1,5h 
they were dancing outside in the sun. Now one person feels really bad. 
Her skin is “glowing”, ans says that she feels sick. You recognize that 
her head is red and her pupils (eyes) are really big.

Symptoms: red, hot head; warm, almost hot skin; racing pulse, nausea

What to do?
 - place the person so that their head is up (sit them down, and 
stay by them)
- give him/her vitamins and mineral drinks. 
- find a chill out area (if there is one) or  go outside. 
- cool the person down: open warm jackets, take of head, wet a t 
shirt and put it on the arms or legs of the person
. - If the person doesn't get better, call the emergency services! 
 - stay with the person the whole time and check their breathing 
and pulse.



[Training session: first day]

 Time Aim content Media/material
9.30am
25 min

Participants(pt) get to know the 
teamers, what is going to happen
open questions concerning 
accommodation etc. are 
answered

Introduction of teamer and time 
schedule
rules of the place we stay
basic organization: hotels/ public 
transport, lunch
documentation of training session 
pictures/diary/cleaning of room
-agree on responsibilities

Time schedule presented 
on flip-chart

flip-chart names with 
responsibilities

09.55 
am
60min

Pt get to know each other
Cohesion of the group is built

Pt introduce them self Flip-chart and pencils for 
5 groups

10.55
15min

Set “rules” of communication  Name rules and write them down flip-chart

11.10 Break
11.30h
25min

Pts get basic knowledge of the 
involved projects

project Colorful pencils/marker

11.55
20min 
-25min

pts know the expectations
the project have,

degree of involvement in NEW 
project /intervention
Duties for pts are announced 

beamer/flip-chart  short 
presentation

12.20 lunch
13.20 Warm up

13.30
10 min

Pt know well about the location, 
surrounding and legal facts 
concerning  the first two 
interventions

Information on the festival; experience 
of intervention work there; important 
legal factors; duration, location
Agreements with organizers, expected 
number and background of partygoers 
Leaflets to be used; safer use

Flyer of festival

10 people/10people

13.40
50min
group a 
and b

Pts reflect on their 
needs/expectation for 
intervention work

Set rules/guidelines  for common 
interventions 
basic ethical script
work hours / drug use  / shift change/ 
setting of info stand/food/sleep/

Flip-chart, paper and pen
10 people/10people
small cards in different 
colors

14.30
50min

Pts agree on general 
terms/standards for cross-
cultural intervention work

Agree on best practice for interventions flip-chart

15.20 Coffee break
15.50
90min

Pts know how to use Evaluation 
standards during inter. And why 
it is important

Explain evaluation standards

17.20h break
17.40
60-70min

Pts know how to use blue tooth 
technology /new media on site

Explanation of technology and its use; 
experience of experts; aims

Blue tooth/new media

18.40
10-20min

Feedback round/ evening orga Pts give their feedback, Teamer 
announces plans for  the evening
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[Training Session: second day]

 Time+
Duratio
n

Aim Content Media/role of 
teamer/expert

9.30
10 min

Participants(pt) know  what is 
going to happen
what's up?

Introduction of time schedule
pts can ask questions , ...

Time schedule presented 
on flip-chart

Pt know how to behave in 
critical situations and how to 
apply first aid

09.50 am
10 min

Pt are aware what are common 
reasons for (drug) emergencies

Causes of drug emergencies are noted 
and explained

Flip-chart;
Flyer: first aid drug 
emergencies

10.00am
10 min

Pt know about typical symptoms 
of drug overdoses

Symptoms of overdose of  three major 
groups of drugs(hallucinogens; 
Amphetamines, Sedatives) are 
presented

Flip-chart/power point 
presentation

10.10
35 min

Pt know what to do in specific 
emergencies

Example cases:
Shock
Heat stroke
seizure

Prepare cards ; with 
symptoms …

10.45
20 min

Pt know how to apply first aid
 Part one  

Recovery position blankets

11.05h
25min

Pt know how to apply first aid
 Part two

cardiac massage; rescue breathing Rescue anne

11.30h Break
12.00
45min

Pt know what is important about 
talking down

Experience of pts; Rules for Talking 
down;

flip chart

12.45
30min

Open questions
parking space
(things that could not be 
discussed during training but 
were noted down)

Plan on going organization,
Things to do before interventions
Duties/homework for 
pts(documentation of passing on in 
formations etc.)
Wishes for next training session

13.15
30 min

Feedback   
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 CONTENT NEWIP TRAINING SESSION II

INTRODUCTION

This paper aims at supporting trainers, who want to train volunteers for 
interventions.

The content described below is based on the 2nd NEW IP training session which 
was held for 2,5 days in May 2012 in Budapest The group consisted of 26 
volunteers from 11 different countries across Europe. The aim was to train the 
volunteers to work together at one of two interventions in Europe 
(Outlook/dimension Festival – Croatia; Boom Festival- Portugal). 

OBJECTIVES + CONTENT

+ Maintain the cohesion of the group
Content:  Get   to   know   each   other
         Team   building
               Exchange   of   best   practice  

 + Acquire knowledge and know-how
Content:      First   aid
                    Crisis   intervention   (talking   down)
                    Use   of   Evaluation   standards/materials

 Drug Checking
 Use Of NEW Media on site

+ Plan field interventions
Content:    Info   on cultural   background   of   festival   e.g.   

   the scenes   involved
                     How   to   create   a   chill   out   and   an   

            informative   stand   
             Introduce and Improve guidelines for volunteers
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TRAINING CONTENT

Below you find a list with different sessions that were part of the NEWIP 
training. The numbers indicated do not imply any kind of hierarchy. The 
different sessions can be combined and altered according to the aim, group 
size and  time available for the training that is to be held.
In brackets you will also find some hints and/or examples that might be useful. 
At the very end you will find an example for a  training schedule to give  some 
idea of how long each session might take and what kind of material etc. is 
needed. 

Please note: This paper only aims at giving you some support and idea for  
volunteers training a “real” training manual will be produced at the end of the  
NEWIP project in December 2013.

SESSION I
maintain the cohesion of the group

Aim: people get to know each other and the projects they come 
from– especially important when the group members do not know 
each other very well.

- meet and greet 
- introduction of trainers
- participants (pt) get to know each other, exchange personal info (game)
- organization matters (travel, money, hotel rooms, rules of the place..)
- presentation of projects involved 

[game] quest
preparation:: draw small cards with numbers on it (1-40), hide these cards 
around a certain area close to the seminar room; on the back of each card put 
a question or an exercise e.g.:
How many projects are involved in NEW IP Project?
Make a new word with the first letter of the name of each team member!
draw a snail with numbers from 1- 40 
divide the group in smaller groups consisting of people who do not know each 
other

game: First each group rolls a dice and puts their piece in the snail, after this 
teach  team has to run around to find the number. 
IMP0RTANT: tell the people to leave the numbers at their place, since other 
teams might look for the same number.
When the team finds the number they have to run back to the trainers who 
wait for them in a room and answer the question. Only one group at a time is 
allowed to enter the room. If the answer is right/the performance is done 
people role the dice again and do the next quest
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The team that reaches  the number 40 the quickest wins the game.
Its fun for the participants and they get to know each other in the small groups.

[game] who are you? 
Make groups of 2 -  4 people who do not know each other,  each person 
interviews another. The person who does the interview puts the name of the 
interviewed person on a paper and makes some note, what the person says. 
After 15 minutes of talking and exchanging on work, hobbies, interests and 
characteristics the group gets back together. Then the 2 people who interviewd 
each other introduce their interview partner to the others.  So you do not 
introduce yourself  but someone you  just met does that for you. A nice way to 
help people that are shy and dont know what to tell about themselves.
Prepare a map and the logos of the projects involved and  let the participants 
put up the logos on the map and the sheets with the interviews next to it.
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 SESSION Ia
 agreement on communication rules

 aim: participants set their own rules of 
communicating with each other

 write down the rules and put them on a 
poster in the room, trainers can refer to 
these rules whenever the discussion gets 
heated
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• Let other people finish!
• Show with your hand if 

you want to talk!
• One comment only!
• Mobile phones should be 

quiet!
• Speak English!



SESSION II
introduction of the NEWIP project (presentation)

Aim: pt know the background of the project and its aims

 NEW IP Network – involvement of NEW IP on European level
 project's aim (i.e., to propose responses to new challenges), 
 its specific objectives (e.g., to improve field interventions), 
 participants, work packages, and expected outcomes in general
 role and tasks of volunteers in the project

SESSION III
introduction to evaluation tools for the festival

Aim: pt know the importance of evaluation and how to use  
evaluation tools

 important: plan what to do, to carry out the action, and to evaluate the 
feedback before the next planning. 

 documenting is useful also for the volunteers, and may be important 
when contacting fund-raisers and policy makers. 

 tasks for volunteers: to observe and make notes at the festival
 how to use evaluation tools correctly

SESSION IV
preparation of intervention work I

Aim: pts know as exactly as possible what to expect at the festivals

 legal aspects 
 size and setting of festival
 work shifts planned
 common drug consumption patterns of guests (if known)

[Note]For the preparation of outlook festival we invited one of the organizers, 
who did a presentation on the festival and told his expectations and answered 
questions. Its a huge advantage to have the organizers  with you in the training 
they get to know the team and can, tell exactly what the expect from you and 
answer all questions.

SESSION V:
first aid in (drug) emergencies and talking down

Aim: pt are aware of common reasons for (drug) emergencies and  
get to know what to do in specific emergencies
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 collect reasons for drug emergencies
 discuss what to do in specific emergencies (group work and presentation)
 pts get to know how to apply first aid (show and practise)

 part one:  cardiac massage; rescue breathing 
 part two: recovery position

 pts know what is important about talking down 

[Example: reasons for emergencies]

[Note: If people from the 
group know how to do the 
recovery position etc., ask 
them to show it to the others]

[group work] what to do in specific situations

divide the groups in 4-6 smaller groups, each group gets a paper on which a 
certain emergency situation that might happen during the intervention is 
described, ask them to put down: what symptoms you see, what might have 
happened, what would they would do – after that they present it to the group, 
correct or add things if necessary
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- overdose
- lack of sleep/food/drink
- mixture of substances
- unexpected or heavy effects 
- first time experience
- wrong application
 - not knowing purity of 
substances used 



[Example : situation: bad trip]

SESSION VI
preparation of intervention work II

Aim: pt exchange on best practise for Intervention and set a set of  
rules for team work they want to apply at the intervention

 collect feedback from pts who took part in the festivals last year
 collecting best practice of intervention work from each project
 set a set of criteria for intervention work  (discussion in small groups)
 improve existing guidelines
 people are aware what is important about intervention work
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Symptoms: the person is disoriented, panicky, is scared (a horror
trip)

If someone shows these symptoms, he/she is probably overwhelmed by 
the effects of the drugs he/she took.

- First and foremost: give this person the feeling of security [if you can, 
find a known, trusted person to stay with them]
- Try to stay with the person!
- Talk to him/her calmly, try to move their thoughts in a more
positive direction! Keep telling him/her that this will end and
everything will be fine.
- If you can, take the person to a calm location.
- Touch them softly, especially if you know the person! This builds
feelings of security. Be careful with people that you don't know.
This may cause more anxiety.
- Give him/her warm drinks (tea) or water (no coffee, no Red Bull!
since they may interact with the substances taken!)
- Make sure the person doesn't get too cold or too hot.
- If the person starts breathing too quickly (hyperventilating),
show the person how to breathe normally, or give them a paper
bag that they can breathe into.
- Be yourself. If you are insecure or afraid, get somebody to help;
be aware of your limits: don't do anything you don't feel al-right
with.



[Festival feedback]

ask the people who already went 
to a festival with the project,

 what was the festival like, 

what was good when it comes to 
intervention work, 

what did not work so well-being

collect the answers on a flip 
chart.

Use different colours for each 
questions

[group work] 
preparation:      small coloured cards: 6 cards, 3 colours, put the 3 questions on 
the cards, each questions twice on a card with the same colour:
2  blue cards: What`s important for the volunteers and the teamwork during 
the field interventions?
2 yellow cards: What important for the NEWIP project in context of the 
volunteers(field interventions
2 green cards: What`s important for the party people/guests? 
Group     work:      divide the group in 6 small groups , give each group one question 
( 2 groups work on the same question) ask them to answer the question and to 
put them on coloured cards 
2nd round: collect all answers, spread the answers again in the small groups( 
each group now works on a different colour) and ask the people to find 
solutions/requirements that need to be met to reach the aims written down by 
the others, collect the answers on small coloured cards and ask  two people of 
each  group  to present them to the whole group and put them on a white 
board, ask the group if anybody wants to add something
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SESSION VII
Drug Checking

Aim: Participants know what is drug checking and what is important  
when doing drug checking on an intervention.

The session was held by the managers of TEDI Project. They gave an input on 
drug checking and did role-playing with the participants, practising how to deal 
with people who want to do drug checking at a festival (how to collect samples, 
how to talk to people, how to fill out the questionnaire) 

[content]

Technology:
• Colourmetric test (quick, 5-10 minutes, you can only say what substance 

the composition does not contain)
• Thin Layer Chromatography (takes more, about an hour, more accurate)
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Benefits of the Drug Checking:
Establish contact with users and make the info available for them
Improve your knowledge on the quality and composition of drugs
Make the info available to all stakeholders

Procedure details: 
 Pre-questionnaire
 Post-questionnaire
 One preliminary result within 5-10 minutes
 Final result within 1-2 hours

Strengths Weaknesses

 Detection of most habitual drugs
 Requires small quantities
 Quick and easily available
 Suitable for on-site
 Relatively cheap

 Limited accuracy
 Need infrastructure and good 

skills
 Difficult to perform

SESSION VIII
New Media 

Aim: Participants get to know the game and know how to use it and what  
is important when using it on site. 

[Example]
the videos shows one of the games that will be used on site

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVrhPr1DjRU&feature=endscreen

SESSION IX
Feedback

Aim: pts have the chance to tell what they liked and didn't like about the  
training and make suggestions for improvement – the trainers use the  
feedback to improve the next training session

Instead of doing an open feedback it is often more easy for participants and trainers to 
prepare some questions which should be answered. Write them on a card and let 
people pass it around and answer the questions

[Example]
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What did you miss?  
How did you feel in the group?
How was the seminar?
What did you like best?



[SCHEDULE]

Thursday 3rd May

time Duration Aim Content

17h 20min Participants(pt) get to know the 
teamers, what is going to 
happen 
open questions concerning 
accommodation etc. are 
answered

Introduction of teamer and time 
schedule
rules of the place we stay 
basic organisation: half board, per 
diem

documentation of training session 
pictures/diary/cleaning of room 

90 min Pt get to know each other 
Cohesion of the group is built 

Pt introduce them self

19.05h 60-75min diner

20.15 Pt get to know each other and 
the projects they work for
Cohesion of the group is built 

Group work/game 

Friday 4th May
time Duration Aim Content

9.00 10 min Wup Open questions

15 min organisation of seminar- rules 
for talking

30 min Pts know the project New IP its 
aims, partners, network and 
what is the aim of interventions

objectives of intervention/ NEW IP / 
networks

30min New volunteers know what was 
going on last year

Feedback festivals by “old”volunteers

10.25h 30 min break

10.55h 40 min People take on different 
perspectives on what is 
important forintervention  work

Group work on 3 questions:

whats important for people who come 
to the info stand/what do they expect?

Whats important for people working at 
the infostand?

Whats important for NEWIP?

11.35 50 min People think reflect on how to 
reach the aims of the 3 groups

People exchange their views on what is 
important, and try to find solutions how 
to make sure that the expectations of 
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time Duration Aim Content

working together on the 
guidelines for interventions

different groups (guests, team, newip) 
are met

12.25 lunch

14.00 10min Wup warm up  game

14.10 NEW MEDIA: Pts get to know 
new media and how to use it on 
interventions

DRUG CHECKING: People 
know about drug checking, and 
how to use it at intervention 

18.30 30min Feedback, plans for the evening

Saturday 5th May
time Duration Aim Content

9.00 10min Wup warm up/whats up

9.10 90min People know how to use 
evaluation tools

Evaluation, why it is important and how 
to use it correctly

10.40 20 min break

11.00 120 min Pts are prepared well for the 
festivals

BOOM

Croatia

13.00 break

14.30 5min Wup warm up  game

14.35 10 min Pts are aware of festival setting Sensibilize for festivals

14. 45 30min How to behave at info stand Specific situations, pts reflect what is 
the best way to behave

15.15 20min Pts. Know Basic rules for first 
aid/crisis situation

First aid basics

15.35 35min Pts.think about how to behave 
in specific crisis situations 

Group work on specific crisis situations

16.10 20 min break

16.30 45min Crisis situation part 2 
Exchange their 
knowledge/experience on crisis 
situations

17.15 10min Evaluation Participants fill out questionnaire

17.25 60min Feedback for training

18.25 5min evening orga
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 CONTENT NEWIP TRAINING SESSION III

INTRODUCTION

This paper aims at supporting trainers, who want to train volunteers for 
interventions.

The content described below is based on the 3rd NEW IP training session which 
was held for 2,5 days in June 2013 in Krakow. The group consisted of 28 
volunteers from 10 different countries across Europe. The aim was to train the 
volunteers to work together at one of two interventions in Europe (SUN Festival 
– Hungary; Technival - Rumania). 

OBJECTIVES + CONTENT

+ Maintain the cohesion of the group
Content:  Get   to   know   each   other
         Team   building
               Exchange   of   best   practice  

 + Acquire knowledge and know-how
Content:      First   aid
                    Crisis   intervention   (talking   down)
                    Use   of   Evaluation   standards/materials

 Drug Checking
 Use Of NEW Media on site

+ Plan field interventions
Content:    Info   on cultural   background   of   festival   e.g.   

   the scenes   involved
                     How   to   create   a   chill   out   and   an   

            informative   stand   
             Introduce and Improve guidelines for volunteers



TRAINING CONTENT

Below you find a list with different sessions that were part of the NEWIP 
training. The numbers indicated do not imply any kind of hierarchy. The 
different sessions can be combined and altered according to the aim, group 
size and  time available for the training that is to be held.
In brackets you will also find some hints and/or examples that might be useful. 
At the very end you will find an example for a  training schedule to give  some 
idea of how long each session might take and what kind of material etc. is 
needed. 

Please note: This paper only aims at giving you some support and idea for 
volunteers training a “real” training manual will be produced at the end of the 
NEWIP project in December 2013.



SESSION I
maintain the cohesion of the group

Aim: people get to know each other and the projects they come from– 
especially important when the group members do not know each 
other very well.

- meet and greet 
- introduction of trainers
- participants (pt) get to know each other, exchange personal info (game)
- organization matters (travel, money, hotel rooms, rules of the place..)
- presentation of projects involved 

[game] Speed Dating

preparation: 
+draw  cards with certain tasks e.g.

- take a funny picture of your partner
- tell your partner about your favourite music
- stare at each other without saying anything
- draw a self portrait
- draw a picture of the perfect festival together 

the number of cards and tasks  should be correspond to the number of people 
involved

+ use 2 different colours for the cards (e.g. half of the cards/task yellow, the 
other red) to make sure when “dating” each pair has a different task each time

+ prepare a long table (or several small once) so two people can sit opposite to 
each other, on each place there should be 2 cards in different colours



the game:

..follows roughly the rules of speed dating, only in this variation each person 
should talk to all other persons once (not only all girls to all boys)

+ place the people on the table so 2 people face each other
+ explain the rules

- there is a time limit (eg. 2 minutes)  - stop the time when the time is 
over give a loud signal 
- when the time is up each person moves forward one place to its left 
side
- asks the people to always use the yellow card first, only if one of the 
two partners already used the yellow card at this place, use the red one

+ the game is over when everybody talked to each other

SESSION Ia
 agreement on communication rules

 aim: participants set their own rules of     
communicating with each other

write down the rules the participants agree on 
and put them on a poster in the room, leave 
the poster at the wall for the whole training 
session, trainers can refer to these rules 
whenever the discussion gets heated

SESSION II
introduction of the NEWIP project (presentations)

Aim: pt know the background of the project and its aims

 NEW IP Network – involvement of NEW IP on European level
 project's aim (i.e., to propose responses to new challenges), 
 its specific objectives (e.g., to improve field interventions), 
 participants, work packages, and expected outcomes in general
 role and tasks of volunteers in the project

SESSION III
introduction to evaluation tools for the festival

Aim: pt know the importance of evaluation and how to use evaluation 
tools

In NEWIP project, evaluation is used to monitor and follow what the other work 
packages are doing.

• Let other people finish!
• Show with your hand if 

you want to talk!
• One comment only!
• Mobile phones should be 

quiet!
• Speak English!



Objectives of evaluation:
– Evaluate partygoers in terms of satisfaction about common interventions and 
behaviour change due to our interventions.
– Evaluate NEWIP interventions in terms of operation and organization.

Keep in mind that:
– We are the eyes in front of the rest of the world.
– We need to communicate what we do.
– We gather information to know what we do and to communicate it to the 
world.

– Collecting data is also very important in terms of getting fundings (from 
governmental
organizations).
– Is very important to fill in the forms properly. Having a high quantity of 
information is
important but it has to be directed, to see if we have to improve or change 
something.
– Volunteers have an IMPORTANT ROLE gathering enough information to have 
credibility, and to do it PROPERLY so this information can be used for an 
statistic and credible work.
– The opinion of the NEWIP team and the opinion of partygoers is important 
and useful.

Noel and Helena explain that all volunteers will receive a specific training on 
evaluation that will take place at the festivals that we are going to attend this 
summer in which they will explain how to properly do the questionnaire on the 
field.

SESSION IV
preparation of intervention work I

Aim: collect feedback from last years festivals, talk about problems 
that emerged and find solutions 

volunteers that went to one of the two festivals in year 2012 are asked to very 
shortly present their feedback/opinion on the following points: 

- logistics  - setting, equipment etc. of NEWIP welfare area, 
- team work – punctuality, team spirit
- over all NEWIP organisation – infos on how to get there, shifts 
management etc.
- feedback of guests and manager
- what else: specific major problems, what was especially good

- the trainer notes topics to discuss shortly on coloured cards (green cards for 
what went good, red cards for what went bad)

- red cards are discussed among the participants, pts are looking for ways to 
handle the problem and avoid it or to find better ways to handle it



[Note] be aware that there might not be a one clear solution for the 
problem/issue, sometimes all you can do is sensitize the volunteers and 
suggest some general procedure like: if you do not know what to do, ask the 
others; if you feel threatened leave the scene and look for help...

preparation of intervention work II

introduction of the festivals that will be visited

Aim: pts know as exactly as possible what to expect at the festivals

 legal aspects 
 size and setting of festival
 work shifts planned
 common drug consumption patterns of guests (if known)

[example: below you find the notes one of the volunteers made for 
SUN festival]

SUN FESTIVAL
It´s the first edition of this festival and its made from part of Ozora founders. 
NEWIP will take part at this festival with 10 volunteers more other 10 local 
volunteers from Bluepoint assotiation.
We arrive on 22 or 23rd of July. Festival is from 24th to 28th of July. Departure 
is 29th.Location is 100km from Budapest on a small mountain. Hungarian drug 
policy prohibits trade, consumption and possession of any substance. Also 
there is a zero tolerance policy with alcohol driving.
Offered services are a chillout zone with a infostand inside. Also there will be a 
Psycare service to help people with unexpected effects of substance use.

preparation of intervention work III

psychedelic ambulance/ talking down

Aim: participants know what to do in specific crisis situations

During the session the idea of  a psychedelic ambulance at the festivals was 
presented.

[group work] what to do in specific situations

divide the groups in 5 smaller groups, each group gets a paper on which a 
certain crisis situation that might happen during the intervention is described, 
ask them to put down: what symptoms you see, what would they do – after 
that they present it to the group, the others correct or add things if necessary

from the examples conclusions are drawn what we might need for the next 



festival/how we should approach guests at the next festival to offer best 
services

[Example situations]

1) a girl who took a space cake and after that smoked a joint and is now very 
paranoid about her friends
2)a person who looks for help because of Ketamine use 
3)  a person with hallucinations because he says he used a blue pill with a 
rabbit on it
4)  some friends took LSD and they say they are on the trip  for 2 days now and 
can't get back to their tent because of the big river
5) a girl on MDMA who is very agitated but cooperative

preparation of intervention work IV

Aim: pt exchange on best practise for Intervention and set a set of 
rules for team work they want to apply at the intervention

Some general rules for team work were discussed and set and the NEWIP 
guidelines for volunteers delivered to everybody:

some examples for rules:
– be on time
– be fit for work
- collaborate with the doctors/paramedics
- do not judge the people who seek help, no matter what you think  

preparation of intervention work V
Drug Checking

Aim: Participants know what is drug checking and what is important 
when doing drug checking on an intervention.

The session was held by the managers of TEDI Project. They gave an input on 
drug checking and did role-playing with the participants, practising how to deal 
with people who want to do drug checking at a festival (how to collect samples, 
how to talk to people, how to fill out the questionnaire). 

[content]

Technology:
• Colourmetric test (quick, 5-10 minutes, you can only say what substance 

the composition does not contain)
• Thin Layer Chromatography (takes more, about an hour, more accurate)



Benefits of  Drug Checking:
Establish contact with users and make the info available for them
Improve your knowledge on the quality and composition of drugs
Make the info available to all stakeholders
Procedure details: 

 Pre-questionnaire
 Post-questionnaire
 One preliminary result within 5-10 minutes
 Final result within 1-2 hours

preparation of intervention work VI

New Media 

Aim: Participants know what serious games are and know how to use the 
game “what the dope” developed by NEWIP NEW MEDIA and what is 
important when using it on site. 

After presenting  some  theoretical information about serious games. The game was 
practically tested by the volunteers . Professor Luciano Gamberini with some of his 
experienced volunteers lead the volunteers through the course and shared their 
experience on setting up the
stall. To prepare the pts to use the game on side , role plays were conducted. 
Volunteers behaved like drugged or very ambiguous players and had other volunteers 
(in the role of the game manager) had to deal with them.
Finally, the volunteers were introduced to the evaluation instruments for the game.

[Example]
the videos shows one of the games that will be used on site

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVrhPr1DjRU&feature=endscreen

SESSION V

Feedback

Aim: pts have the chance to tell what they liked and didn't like about the 
training and make suggestions for improvement – the trainers use the 
feedback to improve the next training session

There are many different ways to collect feedback of participants. Instead of doing an 
open feedback it is often more easy for participants and trainers to prepare some 
questions which should be answered. It is advisable to do a short feedback session at 
the end of each training day. Maybe there are issues that can be improved if 
necessary already during the next session. After a 3 days training you should take at 
least one hour to collect feedback from participants. Below you find some suggestion 
how to collect feedback. 
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